Grandview UGA
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City Limits (Census 2010)

Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau. 2010 Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles.

Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau. 2010 Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles.
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Mabton UGA
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- City Limits (Census 2010)

Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau. 2010 Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles.

Moxee UGA

- Selected Urban Growth Area (Census 2010)
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- City Limits (Census 2010)

Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau. 2010 Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles.
Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau. 2010 Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles.


Naches UGA
- Selected Urban Growth Area (Census 2010)
- Urban Growth Area (Census 2010)
- City Limits (Census 2010)
Sunnyside UGA

Selected Urban Growth Area (Census 2010)
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City Limits (Census 2010)

Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau. 2010 Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles.
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Union Gap UGA

- Selected Urban Growth Area (Census 2010)
- Urban Growth Area (Census 2010)
- City Limits (Census 2010)

Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau. 2010 Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles.

Yakima UGA
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Urban Growth Area (Census 2010)
City Limits (Census 2010)

Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau. 2010 Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles.